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ABSTRACT
Recently, the 360-degree video has become a hot topic in mul-
timedia area. However, the requirements of high bitrate, low
Internet interactive latency and high perceived quality limit
its further applications. So in this paper, we design a tile-
based QoE-driven HTTP/2 streaming system for 360 video.
It uses a new projection method, Sinusoidal Projection (SP),
to reduce the bitrate of tiles. A novel cross-user’s behavior
learning method is also used to predict viewpoint. To improve
bandwidth utilization, it pushes multiple tiles in one request
by HTTP/2. Besides, by using a QoE-driven framework, our
approach can significantly improve users’ perceived quality.
The numerous experiment results have demonstrated the ef-
ficiency of the proposed system. Compared with the legacy
methods, the transmission bitrate drops about 17%, the view-
port prediction accuracy improves 30%, the Viewport-PSNR
improve 22% and the transmission latency drops about 30%.

Index Terms— HTTP/2, tile-based, Quality of Experi-
ence (QoE), k-push, HEVC, Sinusoidal Projection (SP)

1. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing demand for better user experience in
interactive online virtual reality (VR) applications, how to de-
liver such high bitrates video over the Internet has become one
of the urgent problems. With the development of High Ef-
ficiency Video Coding (HEVC), tile-based adaptive stream-
ing [1–3] has become an ideal way to deliver 360-degree
video by only delivering the dependent tiles covered by user’s
viewport.

However, even adopting the advanced tile-based adap-
tive streaming, there are so many challenges ahead of
us. Firstly, traditional tile-based Equirectangular Projection
(ERP) video format exitsts a large amount of redundant data
especially on poles. Secondly, as is known to all, due to the
critical requirements of low Motion-to-Photon latency in VR
video browsing, client needs to predict user’s viewpoint to
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Fig. 1: Comparation of ERP and SP.

prefetch the segments after 10 ∼ 100 seconds. However, it
is hard to predict user’s head movement accurately. It is still
a real challenge for 360 video streaming, especially for long-
term viewpoint prediction. Thirdly, given a available band-
width, how to allocate appropriate bitrates for each tile and
maximize perceived quality could be a fatal problem as well.
Finally, delivering tiles dependently over the Internet will in-
troduce plenty of HTTP requests and response, which will in-
crease streaming latency and drop bandwidth utilization, es-
pecially when the Round-Trip Time (RTT) is large.

In this paper, we designed a tile-based QoE-driven
HTTP/2 streaming system for 360 video, which address all
aforementioned challenges. Our contributions are as follows:

• Sinusoidal Projection (SP) [4, 5]: we adopt a pseudo-
cylindrical equal-area map projection, which is a loss-
less projection, and can significantly reduce the trans-
mitted number of tiles and bitrates up to 17%, espe-
cially on poles area compared with traditional ERP for-
mat.

• Viewport prediction: we propose a learned-based view-
port prediction approach [6], which utilizes cross-
users’ watching behaviors to improve the accuracy of
viewport prediction up to 30%.

• Bitrate allocation: we propose a QoE-driven model to
allocate bitrates for each tile [7]. The experiment shows
that our approach improve Viewport-PSNR up to 22%.

• HTTP/2 k-push: we employ HTTP/2 push mechanism
to push tiles set, all spatial tiles within one segment,
upon a request. Compared to HTTP/1.1, it can improve
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throughput up to 45% and reduce transmission latency
about 30%, especially in high RTT mobile networks.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND MODEL

2.1. Sinusoidal Projection

As shown in Fig.1, in ERP, the vertical and horizon-
tal lines represent longitude and latitude separately, which
stretches the sphere onto a planar especially on poles. On
the contrast, Sinusoidal Projection (SP) is a equal-area pro-
jection, which reduces a large of redundant area.

The projection is defined as:

x = (λ− λ0) · cos(ϕ)
y = ϕ

(1)

where ϕ is the latitude, λ is the longitude, and λ0 is the central
meridian. In SP, the black tiles without any information don’t
need to be delivered at all.

2.2. KNN-based Viewport Prediction

We adopt a KNN-based viewport prediction approach
which exploits cross-users’ watching behaviors to improve
the accuracy of traditional linear regression (LR) [6]. As the
region of interest in one video are similar for users, it is pos-
sible to exploit other users’ viewing history to predict view-
point.

Specifically, the client first implements LR method to find
a possible fixation Or. Then, other user’s viewing history are
exploited to find K fixations Of nearest to Or by K-Nearest
Neighbors algorithm. Tiles’ viewing probability is propor-
tional to their viewing times. Li(O) = 1 means tile-i is
viewed while Li(O) = 0 otherwise. To model that LR’s pre-
diction accuracy decreases rapidly as time horizon extends,
we assign different weight to these fixations. Specifically,
Or’s prediction weight is wr = 1

δ . As for other K cross-
users’ fixations, we assign a constant weight wf = 1. Tile’s
viewing probability Vi can be formulated as:

Vi = wr · Li(Or) +

K∑
k=1

wf · Li(O
k
f )

=
1

δ
· Li(Or) +

K∑
k=1

Li(O
k
f )

(2)

Then, we can obtain each tile’s viewing probability pi.

2.3. Bitrate Allocation

We propose a QoE-driven bitrate allocation approach aim-
ing at providing high video quality [7]. Specifically, the client
side should firstly estimate available bandwidth for video
streaming [7]. Then each tile’s bitrates could be calculated
based on viewport prediction results mentioned above imme-
diately. One thing should be noticed that due to the spatial
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Fig. 2: KNN-based viewport prediction

partition of 360-degree videos, different tiles even encoded
in the same bitrates could exist quality inconsistency, which
makes picking tiles only by bitrates inadvisable.

Specifically, the original planar video are firstly divided
into N tiles in raster-scan order spatially and cropped into
continues segments temporally with the same duration T . Af-
ter that, each segment should be encoded into M rate lev-
els waiting for downloads on the server side. To derive
the optimal selecting tile sets, we denote i ∈ {1...N} and
j ∈ {1...M} as the tile index and rate level seperately. Then
for certain tile i in j-th rate level, ri,j and di,j represent the
actual bitrates and quality distortion compared with original
videos. Besides, we denote X = {xi,j} as the choosing re-
sults, where xi,j = 1 means the tile is selected and xi,j = 0
otherwise.

To maximize user’s quality while minimizing the spatial
quality variance, the QoE problem can be formulated as [6]:

min
X

Φ(X) + η · Ψ(X)

s.t.
N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

xi,j · ri,j ≤ R,

M∑
j=1

xi,j ≤ 1, xi,j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i.

(3)

Specifically, η represents the weight for quality variance
while R representing the available bandwidth generated by
rate adaptation algorithm, which is used to reduce rebuffering.
The other limitation ensures each tile should be delivered in
one rate in case of unnecessary waste.

2.4. HTTP/2 K-Push

The HTTP/2 Server Push feature, allows one server to
push multiple segments with one request, is a mechanism de-
signed for reducing web page load latency initially [8]. Lever-
aging this feature, k-push scheme is designed to stream 360-
degree video, as the works in [3, 9, 10]. We also use HTTP/2
k-push mechanism to push a tiles set, which contains k tiles
that compose a single temporal segment, to the client.

If the user need download K tiles in a certain FoV, it
will send K requests in HTTP/1.1. Fortunately, HTTP/2 k-
push can solve the request explosion problem, and improve
network throughput, especially in high RTT network envi-
ronment. In one push cycle, the client first determines the
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Fig. 3: Recall of viewport prediction

tiles number K of next time. Then, the client sends one re-
quest with Push Directive to initiate a new k-push session and
whereafter receives K tiles that concurrently pushed back by
the HTTP/2 server. Compared to the HTTP/1.1, it only takes
1 request and at leastK−1 RTTs are saved in one push cycle.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1. System Setup

In our system, we develop our experiment by three com-
ponents: (i). Media Encode Module, (ii). Server Module,
(iii). Client Module. In Media Encode Module, we picked a
video about skiing from [11], which contains head movement
traces for 48 different users. To compare the performance on
mapping format, we first mapped the source video into ERP
and SP separately with resolution 2880×1440. Then, we used
HEVC encoder to encode them into 6 × 12 equidistant tiles
with five Quality Parameter (QP) levels (22, 27, 32, 37, 42)
as shown in Fig.1. Lastly, we encoded all tiles into 1sec
segment. On Server Module, we developed two servers, an
HTTP/2 server and an HTTP/1.1 server. The former supports
the Server Push feature and will push the requested tiles to-
gether. The latter, on the contrary, will respond each tile’s re-
quest independently. On Client Module, we develop a client
supporting HTTP/2 push Directives. Besides, we also imple-
ment an OpenGL module, which supports ERP and SP ren-
dering in dash player with FoV size 90◦ × 90◦.

3.2. Performance of SP

Firstly, to demonstrate SP’s feasibility, flexibility and ef-
fectiveness, we choose 5 representative reference viewports
A ∼ E as shown in Fig. 1, which are spreading from prime
meridian to international date line, from equator to poles.
Constrained by the same parameters of bandwidth, encoding
QP (at 22) and viewports, we calculate ERP and SP’s needed
tile numbers, bitrates and video quality represented by PSNR.

The results are listed in Table.1. Except for the viewport
C, the SP can reduce the number of tiles within viewport tiles
up to 12 in most cases. For point C, it request 20 tiles in SP
as the 360-degree video’s longitude curved. At the same time,
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Fig. 4: CDF of Viewport-PSNR

Table 1: Comparation of ERP and SP

Scheme Tiles Number Tiles Total Size Viewport-PSNR
(tiles) (kbits) (dB)

Point A ERP 16 1856.7 45.85
SP 16 1739.1 45.51

Point B ERP 24 1821.9 51.84
SP 16 1213.4 51.85

Point C ERP 16 1505.4 48.35
SP 20 2221.8 48.12

Point D ERP 24 2170.4 50.30
SP 22 1896.5 48.60

Point E ERP 25 1196.1 50.75
SP 13 580.8 49.65

SP only introduces slight quality dropping, which implies the
SP is a better choice for 360-dgree video.

3.3. Performance of KNN-based Viewport Prediction

In this subsection, we compare our prediction method
(KNN) with traditional LR method mapped in ERP and SP
seperately with the same head trace under HTTP/1.1 with
fixed bandwidth (2000kbps) and RTT (50ms).

To demonstrate the performance on prediction accuracy,
we plot the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of tile’s
recall for three methods (ERP with LR, SP with LR, SP with
KNN). As shown in Fig.3, our method SP with KNN achieved
the highest prediction accuracy obviously. Besides, the vari-
ation tendency for ERP with LR and SP with LR are closed
to each other, which is because these two methods hold the
same LR viewport prediction method. It also verifies the ef-
fectiveness and conclusiveness of KNN from another angle.

To demonstrate the efficiency of our QoE-driven HTTP/2
streaming system, we plot the CDF of Viewport-PSNR as
shown in Fig.4. It shows that our method improve user’s qual-
ity significantly. Because KNN-based prediction method has
higher accuracy, it achieves higher viewport-PSNR than LR’s.

3.4. Performance of HTTP/2.0

To compare the performance of ERP and SP methods un-
der HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2.0 seperately, we execute a ex-
periment exploring their throughput under fixed bandwidth
(2000kbps) with three different RTT (10ms, 50ms, 100ms).
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Fig. 5: Comparation of HTTP/1.1 and HTTP/2.0.

Furthermore, we calculated each tiles set’s downloading time
with the same head movement trace.

Firstly, we calculate the gap of tiles number between the
ERP and SP methods as shown in Fig.5a. The results show
that the SP method can reduce the necessary tiles number in
most cases. However, there are some times that the SP method
request more tiles, which becasue the user will seen region
around point C (as shown in Fig.1) occasionally.

As shown in Fig.5b, the throughput of the SP method is
little higer than the ERP method in HTTP/1.1. This is because
the SP method sends less requests in most cases, which will
improve throughput by saving unnecessary RTT. By using
HTTP/2 k-push, the throughput of our method will improve
up to 49% compared with the ERP method under HTTP/1.1
and 45% compared with the SP method under HTTP/1.1.

In Fig.5c, we calculate the CDF of download time for
each tiles set during the same trace and RTT. It shows that
HTTP/2.0 can save download time significantly because of
saving request-response times by HTTP/2 k-push.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we designed a tile-based QoE-driven
HTTP/2 streaming system for 360 video by using a new pro-
jection method, Sinusoidal Projection (SP), a novel cross-
user’s behavior learning method (KNN) to predict viewpoint,
and HTTP/2 k-push. We implemented it into a real system fi-
nally. The numerous experiment results demonstrated that the
proposed method can achieve significant performance gain
compared with the legacy methods. Through our approach,
the transmission bitrate drops about 17%, the viewport pre-
diction accuracy improves 30%, the Viewport-PSNR improve
22% and the transmission latency drops about 30%.
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